compliance for closing disclosures and
documents with dynamic cybersecurity and
redundancy technology to mitigate lender risk
and reduce operational and infrastructure costs.
Cloud-based software solutions provide peaceof-mind, cost savings, and space to grow quickly
without forgoing hi-tech innovations and best-inclass data security. In 2017, the company
ensured its data was housed in a secured cloudbased environment through a multi-pronged
approach to meet the security requirements of
every institution - big and small.
PROGRESS in Lending has named Asurity
Technologies a top industry innovation. In 2017,
MRGDocs
was
acquired
by
Asurity
Technologies and introduced MRGDocs’ cloudbased platform which revolutionized the security
of its dynamic document generation software
featuring a secure system infrastructure to
increase the protection of consumer data and
deliver safer, faster, and more user-friendly
systems while maintaining the content and
support quality that has long been the hallmark
of MRGDocs’ services and document packages.
This solves for several mortgage industry
challenges: the costs to secure big data,
protecting the myriad of personal identification
information collected, and managing compliance
through a hyper secure platform.
Industry Significance
You don’t have to look very far to understand
the damage of a data breach to individuals,
corporations, and governments. Data breaches
have become public relations nightmares; the
cost to fix and identify the breach plus the costs
to win back business hit the bottom line hard, or
worse, lead to shuttered services. The volume of
personal information accumulated in the
mortgage origination process is a rich target for
hackers. Securing data has never been more
paramount to a financial services’ business
strategy and profitability than ever before. In
2017, MRGDocs built a comprehensive data
security capability on a robust foundation that
allows for the type of growth and expansion
needed to serve even the largest of financial
institutions, implementing a hyper-converged,
virtual server platform with 24/7 SIEM-managed
security monitoring.
Overall Uniqueness
MRGDocs is the only outsourced document
solution in the market that brings together

Positive Change
MRGDocs technology platform combined with
its team of dedicated engineers and regulatory
experts, allows lenders, vendors, and servicers
big and small to take assurance in knowing that
the burden of compliance is alleviated. They can
focus on their core competencies while MRG
does the heavy lifting. The company’s
unparalleled and comprehensive compliance
coupled with Asurity Technologies investments
into MRGDocs secure cloud-based technology is
a comprehensive innovation addressing the
regulatory environment head on, while providing
best-in-class security and data protection.
MRGDocs worked tirelessly in 2017 to assist
lenders in getting their products to market with
maximum efficiency while avoiding cyber risk.
Intangible ROI
By creating a new secure data platform for its
document preparation solution in 2017,
MRGDocs provides financial service companies
dynamic compliant loan and servicing
documents with the confidence that sensitive PII
data is being transported through a state-of-the art secure cloud system. Asurity enables lenders
and mortgage providers to easily mitigate
compliance risk and enhance data security all in
one solution.
Hard Savings ROI
The costs of the ability to manage compliance
and security this tightly, with these state-of-art
tools is simply immeasurable. In 2017,
MRGDocs invested millions of dollars and
dedicated more than 3,000 hours into research
and software programming time to effect these
changes and enhance the cyber safety standards.
Asurity takes on the burden of compliance and
technology, including the management of data
security during the disclosure and documentation
process. v

and delivery. Capsilon Point of Sales Portals are
powered by patented technology that provide a
disruptive competitive advantage. This process
converts unorganized paper documents, images,
and electronic documents into an organized
electronic form called Knowledge Objects.

PROGRESS in Lending has named Capsilon a
top industry innovation. A truly innovative
mortgage process means more than borrowerfriendly
loan
selection
and
document
submission, it is an end-to-end solution that
keeps all stakeholders in the loop throughout the
process. In 2017, Capsilon introduced Point of
Sale Portals (POS), enabling the creation and
delivery of quality loan packages that streamline
every process step from application to closing.
Capsilon’s POS Portals are powered by
Intelligent Process Automation to supercharge
loan production from intake to delivery of
complete and compliant loan packages. This is
an industry first, dramatically improving loan
quality and speed, while drastically reducing
production costs.
Industry Significance
Lenders are pressed to meet the challenges of
production, compliance and profitability, as well
as soaring borrower expectations. Instead of
simply streamlining the traditional loan process,
in 2017, Capsilon launched Point of Sale Portals
that are fully integrated with its patented backend technology to deliver on the promise of a
true digital mortgage and industrywide
transformation. Capsilon helps lenders automate
and eliminate manual processes from application
through closing and loan delivery. Capsilon
Intelligent Process Automation combines process
redesign with its own patented document
recognition and digital imaging innovations.
Overall Uniqueness
Capsilon Point of Sales Portals speed up and
simplify the application process for originators
and borrowers–and help lenders move from
error-prone manual labor to Intelligent Process
Automation, from application through closing

Positive Change
Launched in 2017, the Capsilon Loan Officer
Portal and Third Party Originator Portal enable
originators to deliver real-time loan products and
pricing to increase the speed and volume of
completed loan applications. Automated loan
setup and doc submission eliminates manual
naming, indexing and filing of loan documents to
speed the loan process and enable originators to
focus on service and new business. The Capsilon
Loan Officer Portal/Consumer Portal integration
enables collaboration that boosts loan officer
efficiency and consumer satisfaction. The
Portals’ task-based interface enables a significant
reduction in the originator’s learning curve and
workload.
Intangible ROI
Intelligent Process Automation is the core
technology of Capsilon's Digital Mortgage
platform that automates and eliminates
error-prone
manual
processes.
The
launch of Capsilon’s POS Portals enhances
loan quality, reduces risk and improves
employee satisfaction as team members spend
less time on tedious, repetitive tasks. And
compliance teams using Capsilon won’t lose
sleep worrying about audits. Quality assurance
can take place on every loan, earlier in the
production process. When it’s time to deliver
the loan, Capsilon automatically assembles
loan packages.
Hard Savings ROI
From
Point
of
Sale
Portal
to
collaborative closing and one-click bulk
loan delivery, Capsilon enables measureable
ROI throughout the production cycle. Since
2007, Capsilon has delivered best-of-breed
document
imaging
and
collaboration
technology. Today, as leading lenders seek
technology
solutions
to
solve critical
production
challenges,
Capsilon continues
to
offer
unmatched
value
with
the
introduction of its Point of Sale Portals and
Digital Mortgage Platform. The bottom
line: Capsilon’s
POS
Portals
are
powered by Intelligent Process Automation
to supercharge loan production. v

applications in the cloud. This enables lenders to
easily integrate Encompass with external
systems and data, and extend Encompass with
new functionalities. Since Ellie Mae’s entire
roster of Encompass Connect solutions are built
onto the modern Encompass NG platform, the
intuitive user experience provides users with
and
maintain
seamless,
easy-to-manage
integration across the entire mortgage industry
ecosystem.

PROGRESS in Lending has named the Ellie
Mae Encompass NG Lending platform a top
industry innovation. The Encompass NG
Lending Platform allows lenders, service
providers, and independent software vendors the
ability to build custom applications in the cloud,
integrate external systems and data, and extend
Encompass in order to meet any and all industry
challenges.
Industry Significance
Lenders and service providers can build,
integrate, or customize solutions, and get them to
their customers and market quickly. Lenders,
partners, and third-party providers gain access to
data and systems across the mortgage ecosystem.
In the end, all participants can easily view and
share loan date, sales pipeline, loan events,
documents, and order services. A shared system
of record allows all parties to see the same up-toto-date information in the same format. Everyone
in the ecosystem can easily share, interact, and
collaborate without having to create and support
new channels. Lenders and service providers can
differentiate themselves from competitors by
using the Platform to rapidly innovate and
customize solutions, and then get them to market
faster. Ellie Mae built the Encompass NG
Lending Platform to inspire innovation and
ensure loan quality, compliance and efficiency.
The platform is a big step that Ellie Mae is
taking toward its goal to automate residential all
mortgage industry processes.
Overall Uniqueness
Ellie Mae’s technology solutions enable lenders
to originate more loans, lower origination costs,
and reduce the time to close, all while ensuring
the highest levels of compliance, quality and
efficiency. Unlike other available software
platforms, the Encompass NG Lending Platform
offers a suite of Application Program Interfaces
(APIs) that enable users to build custom

Positive Change
Loan originators are the primary users of the
Encompass NG platform. They use it to
automate and customize loan origination, ensure
they are compliant with the latest regulations and
analyze data. Since the platform connects
mortgage lenders with the entire Encompass
Connect suite of solutions, they have increased
levels of operability and productivity that allows
them to improve and edit their services faster and
more efficiently than their competitors. Service
providers benefit from the platform because the
hybrid cloud model provides them with the
ability to rapidly build and deploy multi-system
solutions. Similarly, independent software
vendors use Encompass NG to innovate at a
faster rate and build new applications to improve
the mortgage lending industry.
Intangible ROI
MarketWise Advisors was commissioned by
Ellie Mae to analyze the financial performance
and ROI of Encompass. The Ellie Mae
Encompass solution was analyzed as a whole as
well as by product, including Encompass
Product & Pricing Service™, Encompass Docs
Solution™, Encompass Compliance Service™,
Encompass Flood Service™, and Encompass
4506-T Service™. The new study takes account
of changing market dynamics and new Ellie Mae
functionality to provide an up-to-date picture of
the economic impact of Ellie Mae solutions on a
lender’s cost of origination.
Hard Savings ROI
The study revealed a total potential ROI of
$1,331.48 per closed loan on average. The
increase was attributable to increased
productivity, level of feature/function use, and
the application of advanced workflow and audit
rules that streamline processes. Overall,
participants realized an ROI of 697 percent of
investment in Ellie Mae solutions, or nearly
seven dollars in expected return for each dollar
invested. v

offers mortgage lenders the ability to further
simplify their origination and closing process
while keeping borrowers, realtors, and all other
interested parties involved every step of the way.
The Lodasoft difference is in focusing on the
loan, manufacturing it in as little time, with as
little errors as possible, while communicating
every step of the way.

PROGRESS in Lending has named Lodasoft a
top industry innovation. To address the CFPB
requirements of improving the borrower
experience, the first big wave of innovation has
come out of Silicon Valley. Hundreds of millions
of dollars have been invested in the consumer
facing aspect of the borrower application. The
term “digital mortgage” has been coined and a
flood of shinny new mortgage websites and apps
have been created to deliver borrowers an
Amazon type borrower experience. However, the
majority of dollars invested, have focused almost
solely on the online application for borrowers.
The problem is that mortgage lending is
significantly more complicated than just a shinny
new app. To truly deliver a dynamic and cost
effective borrower experience the entire
mortgage process needs to be streamlined. The
right digital mortgage platform helps to
drastically reduce the chaos in daily lending
processes while improving communication to
help lenders close more loans faster. Therefore,
in 2017 Lodasoft introduced its truly innovative
“Digital Mortgage Platform” featuring Intelligent
Loan Manufacturing to address these industry
challenges head on.
Industry Significance
The Lodasoft Digital Mortgage Platform
provides loan officers with complete loan
visibility, accountability, and transparency in one
easy to use digital mortgage solution.
In
addition, the solution acts as a 24-hour virtual
assistant providing one point of access for
system driven communication, gathering of
documents, automated lead generation, inprocess status updates and post-closing followup. Its intelligent digital loan manufacturing
workflow helps lenders automatically identify
and complete rudimentary tasks throughout the
enterprises lending lifecycle, streamlining the
origination process to assist is closing loans
faster. Lodasoft’s digital mortgage platform

Overall Uniqueness
In 2017, Lodasoft made massive strides toward
lengthening the capabilities of intelligent loan
manufacturing. By incorporating the best of
borrower-facing technology, CRM, Lead
Management, and Document Management into
one system, lenders and brokers of all sizes are
able to leverage a similar solution to that of the
top-25 without the need for technical
development and/or expertise. Now the results
are such that the mortgage operation can not only
increase the productivity at the top, but also at
the bottom.
Positive Change
Lodasoft realized that the “Digital” solution
wasn’t just in providing a rocket mortgage-like
experience and incorporated intelligent loan
manufacturing as a way to give the mid-size
lender and broker the best shot at competing with
the top-25. Lodasoft has leveled the playing field
for its client by allowing for so much systemdriven and automated transparency and
accountability that companies of any size can
afford to ensure that someone is there to call
back when promised. It’s the only one of its kind
because the traditional mortgage technology
companies have had to fit into one of those
buckets (CRM, Lead Management, Doc
Management, Workflow, etc.).
Intangible ROI
Lodasoft’s general principle is to allow its lender
clients to do what works best, consistently. By
pushing work to the right people at the right time
based on various loan parameters, time and cost
savings are provided in the way of speed,
accountability, greatly improved training and
more. Generally, Lodasoft enables lenders to
level the playing field by giving customizable
solutions similar to those being used at the top.
Hard Savings ROI
The average Lodasoft client has cut anywhere
from 20-60% off of their time-to-close due to
many factors. In addition, Lodasoft has seen an
uptick in pull-through and repeat business. v

PROGRESS in Lending has named Maxwell at
top industry innovation. No matter how digital
the process, every mortgage is saddled with
documents and data, over 500 pages, according
to the Mortgage Bankers Association. As a
result, an average of 20 days during the mortgage
process is consumed by the search, preparation
and review of those documents. Maxwell, the
leading digital mortgage solution for small and
midsize lenders, removes this friction with its
platform. Sitting as the digital interface between
the lender and their borrowers, Maxwell
manages collaboration through the loan process,
significantly reducing cycle times and driving
delight. For example, Maxwell automatically
notifies borrowers by email and, when urgent, by
text, to provide necessary documents to their
lender or to complete tasks. Maxwell’s tools
embedded in its secure borrower portal, such as
its Letter of Explanation tool, enables borrowers
to complete those tasks with speed.
Industry Significance
The mission at Maxwell is to keep mortgages
human because they believe that technology
should complement people, not replace them.
Originating teams on Maxwell are able to focus
on what they do best, advising and coaching
clients through the largest transaction of their
lives, while Maxwell’s technology handles the
rest. As one head of production attested,
“Maxwell allows us to focus on what we love:
working with real people. While loans get done
faster and my team is happier.” Maxwell is a
revolutionary technology that allows lending
teams to provide a digital borrower experience,
all in a lightweight browser-based software tool
that can deploy instantly.
Overall Uniqueness
Maxwell’s FileFetch technology provides direct
integrations with thousands of financial
institutions to automatically import the actual

PDFs of borrower documents, directly from the
source. As Fannie Mae rolls out its Day 1
Certainty program, many lenders still require
authentic statements from payroll, banks,
investment accounts and mortgage companies.
Maxwell identified that the longest lead time was
the back-and-forth between the lender and
borrowers on documents. By cutting the time it
took borrowers to provide authentic documents,
Maxwell has been the only digital mortgage
platform to substantially cut processing times.
What’s more, Maxwell’s proprietary machine
learning algorithms drive a “continuous
underwriting” process. As information is
received from the borrower, it is analyzed and
high confidence conditions are presented to the
borrower to complete.
Positive Change
Maxwell’s UI/UX and product team hails from
Google and the Stanford Institute of Design,
rooting its product principles in design thinking
and behavioral theory, allowing its product to be
naturally incorporated and integrated into lenders
and borrowers. Lending teams using Maxwell
are submitting to underwriting 45% faster than
the national average. What’s more, when using
Maxwell’s direct integrations with thousands of
financial institutions they are collecting authentic
borrower documents 73% faster. Maxwell has
been deployed across hundreds of mortgage
lenders across the U.S. and has facilitated over
$6B of loan volume in its first year.
Intangible ROI
Technology performance is only one standard to
Maxwell’s impact. How satisfied its users are
with the technology, its ease of use, and the
experience it gives the borrowers are critical to
the adoption and impact in the industry. Maxwell
benefits from “negative churn,” that means that
existing customers add more users at a higher
rate than any customers attrite from the platform.
Maxwel has maintained end user NPS score
above 60 (>50 excellent, >70 world class) and a
perfect positive customer satisfaction rating of
100%.
Hard Savings ROI
By helping lending teams close loans 45%
faster and providing a performance driven
pricing plan, the ROI lenders are seeing on
Maxwell is staggering. Currently, lending
organizations are seeing a 1,900+% return on
investment when using Maxwell as their POS
and Digital Platform for their process today. v

achieved 100% adoption among investors
participating in the bulk bid tape channel. So
much of the way trades are executed now is done
via spreadsheets, email, telephone calls, other
manual processes, or light, rather inefficient and
antiquated technology. MCTlive!’s BAM
functionality is quickly becoming an impetus for
digitizing secure loan trading.

PROGRESS in Lending has named MCTlive! a
top industry innovation. Over the past year,
MCTlive! developed a major mortgage
technology advancement with the addition of
what the company branded its “Bulk Acquisition
Manager” (BAM) solution, which is accessible
via MCTlive! BAM is a Digital Loan Trading
solution that was officially unveiled at the
CMBA Western Secondary Market Conference
in July of 2017. BAM completely automates the
process of packaging and transferring bulk loan
bids, which benefits investors, lenders and
MCT’s team of in-house mortgage loan traders.
The result is a much quicker pricing process for
bulk bid tapes, greater data security, better
communication
between
counterparties,
increased transparency for all parties, process
consistency for investors within their existing
platform, and centralization of data.
Industry Significance
BAM is literally leading the charge in digitizing
the loan trading process on the secondary
market. The effectiveness of the BAM
technology has already gained 100% adoption by
the ENTIRE investor community on the
secondary market — across the board. Every
single investor now uses BAM to accept loans
from MCT, and eagerly does so because it makes
the bids and purchase of those loans so easy,
secure, efficient, and fully automated.
Overall Uniqueness
By and large, it’s the unique combination of
using the lender-facing functionality within
MCTlive! coupled with BAM that integrates
with existing lender and investor processes to
encrypt lender bid tapes so that they can be
securely, seamlessly, and efficiently passed to
investors for pricing. The tapes are then securely
sent back into MCTlive! where the they reside in
a centralized bid tape repository that can be
easily organized and reviewed. BAM has

Positive Change
MCTlive! empowers lenders with real-time
online tools, automation, analytics, pipeline
management and detailed reporting that gives
them complete visibility and control over all of
their secondary marketing functions. Investors
love how BAM centralizes, organizes, and
streamlines the entire process of packaging and
securely transferring whole loan information and
bids from lenders to investor/buyer. The
technology provides them with an easy-to-use
web interface that taps MCTlive! and enables
lenders’ bid tapes to be securely and efficiently
delivered to approved buyers following best
execution analysis held in a centralized
repository. Investors are lauding BAM as the
most robust, easy-to-use, scalable, and secure bid
tape management technology on the market,
which are cited as the primary reasons for rapid
100% investor adoption.
Intangible ROI
One of the most important things about BAM is
that investors have traditionally been hesitant to
adopt new loan trading technology because of: 1)
security issues of very sensitive and confidential
data; 2) compliance; and 3) control and visibility.
BAM is lauded by investors as the most secure,
compliant, centralized, and seamless method to
sell or purchase client loans via the bulk bid
delivery channel.
Hard Savings ROI
By doing away with using spreadsheets, phone
calls, email, and other clunky systems, investors
and lenders save time and still enjoy security and
accuracy. Depending on a lenders’ and investors’
own internal trading processes at the secondary
desk, it can vary. But on average, bids on bulk
loans can be shaved from hours down to
minutes, eliminating wasted time spent
communicating and analyzing the deals.
Everything is automated. No calls or emails. The
process is completely streamlined. Further, it is
estimated that one FTE senior secondary
marketing manager can be eliminated on both the
investor and lender side. v

Paradatec Advanced Mortgage OCR solution is
its in-house developed OCR engine. This engine
provides unsurpassed speed, typically converting
a page to text in less than one second on average.
The Paradatec OCR engine provides this speed
not only on pristine, first generation images, but
also on poor quality fax images.

PROGRESS in Lending has named Paradatec a
top industry innovation. Other OCR solutions
typically expect relevant data points to
consistently appear in the same locations (or
‘zones’) on a document. If the data shifts due to
changes in layout (again, think of bank
statements), the zone-based approach will fail
unless another layout template is created, making
for a greater administrative burden with these
solutions. A high volume, scalable OCR
automation initiative requires the flexibility of
Paradatec’s Advanced Mortgage OCR solution
to process an unlimited number of document
layouts without needing to develop specific
templates for each layout variation. This
capability is unique to Paradatec and a vital
feature for creating an effective unstructured
document classification and data capture
solution.
Industry Significance
Paradatec’s Advanced Mortgage OCR solution is
designed to make mortgage lending faster and
more accurate. In 2017, Paradatec’s Mortgage
OCR solution processed over 1,500,000,000
images (representing over 2,500,000 loans),
helping lenders and servicers streamline their
onboarding and compliance obligations by
automating audit data extraction, meeting tighter
service level agreements, and delivering more
accurate data than manual data entry alone.
Paradatec’s advanced indexing and data capture
technology is at least 10 times faster than others.
Overall Uniqueness
Paradatec’s unique, high-speed OCR technology
allows the company to take an approach that
other OCR solutions just cannot.
In the
mortgage industry, with its vast array of varying
document types and continuously changing
compliance
requirements,
Paradatec’s
technology provides an unmatched level of
performance and flexibility. The key to the

Positive Change
In 2017, literally hundreds of thousands of
mortgage transactions have been completed more
efficiently, in less time, and with more accurate
data with the Paradatec Advanced Mortgage
OCR solution. Looking forward, the company
continues to find new and exciting ways to
further enhance the industry’s efficiencies. As
the world, and the mortgage lending business
becomes increasingly digital, Paradatec’s
innovative technology solutions continue to help
truncate the paper as early in the process as
possible and to minimize the amount of human
labor, time, and error involved.
Intangible ROI
Whether the need is for meeting requirements of
secondary
market
investors,
performing
regulatory audits, or analyzing the quality of
loans a company is acquiring, performing due
diligence on mortgage loans is a necessity.
Unfortunately, these processes are often costly
and time consuming. Because the focus is
typically on large volumes of paper and/or
imaged files, a great deal of human labor is
commonly required to obtain actionable results.
In 2017 Paradatec’s unique technology provided
faster implementations by leveraging its pre-built
Mortgage OCR library, and projects were
completed with a fraction of the professional
services time and cost.
Hard Savings ROI
Some benefits from increased automation
provided by the Paradatec Advanced Mortgage
OCR solution are not always measurable, but are
nevertheless real and important. When the time
consuming and painstaking processes of auditing
loans, validating data as part of an onboarding
effort, or finding the final version of all key
documents in a loan package are made less
onerous, faster, and more accurate, all parties
involved benefit both tangibly and intangibly.
With the efficiencies provided, indexing and
capture laborers’ morale improves. Their
management sees less turnover and need for
retraining. Borrowers get better turnaround on
their originations, and a better experience. v

Dashboard that show "What You Look Like to a
Loan Approver," providing a level of customer
engagement unique in the mortgage industry.
The dashboard is continually updated as new
data and documents are collected. PromonTech
believes that engaged applicants provide better
data, faster—creating point-of-sale efficiencies
that reduce time to close for our clients. Just
getting to a “digital mortgage” application
process has been the focus of online innovation
in the past. The reality is that most lenders have a
more “high-touch” process that depends on LOs.
PROGRESS in Lending has named PromonTech
a top industry innovation. The Borrower Wallet
is the first offering from Promontory
MortgagePath’s technology arm, PromonTech.
The Borrower Wallet is a white-label, omniplatform POS that is designed to help banks,
mortgage banks and credit unions level the
playing
field
with
the
customer
experience/digital mortgage solutions being
offered by mega lenders. It engages with
customers using any computer or mobile device,
on either a self-serve or assisted basis with a loan
officer.
Industry Significance
From a lender’s perspective, the Borrower
Wallet
captures
leads
and
fosters
borrower/lender collaboration to drive enterprise
efficiency and improve loan pull-through. In
addition, its built-in collaboration tools deliver
high-quality data and documents needed to feed
and accelerate the downstream underwriting
process. As a white-label offering, the Borrower
Wallet makes the latest technology accessible
and affordable to mid-size and smaller lenders,
enabling them to compete with mega lenders.
PromonTech’s culture of mutual respect between
“techies” and mortgage industry experts made it
possible to create a mass-market POS where
both consumer and lender needs are equally
important. The Borrower Wallet is not the first
digital POS, but it’s the first to engage
consumers while anticipating lender needs in
such a balanced way. It combines creative
design, industry analysis and data governance to
create a unique user experience.
Overall Uniqueness
The Borrower Wallet includes a unique
dashboard that integrates a lender’s customers’
own data into educational content so they can see
how their financial profile will be evaluated by
the lender. Customers see details on the

Positive Change
With the Borrower Wallet, lenders can
accommodate their applicants anytime/anywhere
in a secure workspace. Loan officers can be a
true co-pilot, within the Borrower Wallet,
enhancing the application process and loan
quality ahead of underwriting. The Borrower
Wallet encourages collaboration between a loan
officer and an applicant throughout the entire
loan journey creating a shared workspace that
consumers tell us is “actually fun to use.”
PromonTech is committed to keeping lenders
productive by anticipating the inevitable changes
in regulations that have brought traditional loan
origination systems to a standstill. The data that
the company gathers from the Borrower Wallet
users is linked directly to the data points required
by the 1003 and loan origination systems. This
strategy allows consumers to enter information
in a way that is comfortable for them, while
collecting the data lenders need to make
underwriting decisions and maintain compliance
with regulations.
Intangible ROI
Introduced last October at the MBA Annual
Convention, the Borrower Wallet is currently
being implemented by seven lenders, with
annual volume in excess of $5 billion. In
addition, the company’s research has shown that
“time to close” metrics will improve up to 20%
as a result of the collaboration encouraged in the
Borrower Wallet. At the same time, the solution
will reduce lending costs by 25%.
Hard Savings ROI
The Borrower Wallet is the first phase of a more
holistic solution that will help lenders close more
loans faster and improve data quality.
PromonTech is also building a set of digital tools
lenders can use to manage the complex
underwriting processes, such as income
calculation and verification. v

PROGRESS
in
Lending
has
named
STRATMOR Group a top industry innovation.
MortgageSAT is an online customer satisfaction
measurement program that allows consumers to
provide direct feedback on their satisfaction with
the mortgage process, and provides lenders
actionable insights from the results, all available
via an online portal. Put simply, it’s Business
Intelligence based on consumer insights. Why
did STRATMOR create MortgageSAT? For
many years, mortgage lenders have struggled to
capture actionable feedback from borrowers by
means of post-closing email or closing-tablecompleted surveys. By means of its powerful
borrower satisfaction management tool called
MortgageSAT, developed in partnership with the
CFI Group, STRATMOR has led the way to
fundamental change the way lenders manage and
apply borrower feedback.
Industry Significance
Today, more and more lenders seek to compete
based on “optimizing the borrower experience.”
As regards to this shifting competitive paradigm,
MortgageSAT is game-changing in that, as
regards to consumer satisfaction, it provides
transparency into every aspect of the loan
process as well as every player involved. A live
portal allows lenders to diagnose and address
problems at the appropriate organizational level.
Whereas previous survey methods left lenders
wondering if problems were systemic or
anomalies, MortgageSAT directs lenders quickly
to the source of the problem, whether it’s an
individual employee, a business unit or a hole in
the loan origination process itself.
Overall Uniqueness
Previous mortgage industry survey tools have
served mainly as vanity projects that, while
capturing rosy testimonials, provide little
actionable feedback to the lender. For example,
the J.D. Power U.S. Primary Mortgage

Origination Satisfaction Study, probably the
mortgage
industry’s
leading
borrower
satisfaction survey prior to MortgageSAT,
captures feedback from less than 6,000
borrowers, often resulting little more than 100
responses for many of the roughly 20 lenders
included in survey results. Conversely, because
MortgageSAT captures the borrower experience
shortly after closing along with more than 50
fields of LOS data, it is able to provide rich
insights into the factors driving borrower
satisfaction and therefore give lenders the
control, visibility and context they need to
manage and improve the borrower experience. In
particular, MortgageSAT allows lenders to ask
finely-sliced, granular questions that, while
maintaining appropriate sample sizes, makes
MortgageSAT uniquely able to guide everyday
management decisions with fresh data.
Positive Change
The philosophy underlying MortgageSAT is that
when companies improve the consumer’s
experience faster than competitors, they will
realize both faster growth and superior profit
margins. With one lender, just one quarter after
implementing
MortgageSAT,
overall
Satisfaction rose. This jump validates the idea
when origination personnel know that borrower
satisfaction is being measured, they will change
their behavior accordingly.
Intangible ROI
MortgageSAT is the first and only borrower
satisfaction monitoring tool to score satisfaction
at all levels of the organization as regards retail,
consumer direct and broker production. As a
consequence, many MortgageSAT clients tie
their employee reviews and, in some cases,
compensation both to these scores and a review
of borrower comments. When everyone’s
performance review includes a measure of their
contribution to borrower satisfaction, a
borrower-centric culture is fostered that is
aligned with the emerging competitive paradigm
of “optimizing the borrower experience.”
Hard Savings ROI
The logic for a lender to build competitive
advantage based on “optimizing the borrower
experience” is that: Happy borrowers are repeat
borrowers; Happy borrowers are great referral
sources; and that Happy borrowers make positive
comments on social media and other online
sources. MortgageSAT has helped lenders
achieve this goal. v

43 days, down from 51 days earlier in the year -a near 16% decrease. This 16% decrease
certainly cannot be attributed to decreased
regulation. The right technology is making the
mortgage process more efficient and timely.
With today’s most advanced digital POS, lenders
need not send documents to various verifiers and
wait days on end to receive confirmation.
Seamless data integrations and automations
engineered into digital POS’s turns days-long
processes into minute-long processes. START
lets the technology do the work for the lender.
PROGRESS in Lending has named WebMax a
top industry innovation. According to Inc.
Magazine, Millennials make up 66% of firsttime homebuyers and 66% of them plan to buy a
home in the next 5 years. Moreover, the same
report found that Millennials associate home
ownership with the American Dream more than
any other generational demographic. The
October 2017 composite forecast of Fannie Mae,
Freddie Mac, and the Mortgage Bankers
Association for 2017 mortgage origination
volume is approximately $1.8 trillion. If
Millennials compose 50% of this mortgage
volume, and two-thirds of them apply online via
digital applications, that represents $600 billion
in digital mortgage origination. This number is
massive. Better yet, it’s conservative. Millennials
expect mobile-responsive mortgage lending sites
and applications with a responsive layout from
their potential lender. They want their mortgage
application to be as easy as buying a t-shirt from
an online retailer. Therefore, WebMax developed
its innovative point-of-sale solution in 2017,
called START, to not only meet the demands of
borrowers, but to exceed their expectations and
revolutionize the entire process. With START,
WebMax provides a single location for the loan
to exist for both the borrower and loan officer.
There’s no shifting documents back and forth or
waiting for verifications. START’s integrations
to mission-critical third parties allows for the
technology to do the work, streamlining
workflows, reducing costs, and minimizing
frustration.
Industry Significance
START’s dynamic platform allows lenders to
seamlessly integrate with critical mortgage
industry participants and data sources to
automate and expedite the loan origination
process. This has led to loans closing faster.
According to a November 2017 article in The
Mortgage Reports, mortgage closures averaged

Overall Uniqueness
START, equips lenders and their websites with a
strong digital presence that attracts modern-day
borrowers. START caters to lenders’ needs by
allowing them to customize their application to
fit their mortgage workflow and roadmap with
little design restrictions. This also includes key
integrations that streamline the lending process,
as it connects to various third parties like
FinLocker, CBC, and Equifax. In addition, it
connects to a host of loan origination systems
(LOS’s) like Ellie Mae’s Encompass. WebMax
doesn’t only deliver a robust digital mortgage
solution to lenders through START.
Positive Change
Numerous mortgage companies produced tens of
thousands of applications in 2017. This system
manages over $2.6 billion in loan volume per
month. This assured lender clients that they’d
grow their top line through closing more loans
and that WebMax’s technology is robust and
scalable enough to support the increased volume.
START also ensures stringent compliance to
industry regulations like Dodd-Frank, RESPA,
TILA, and CFPB.
Intangible ROI
WebMax
introduced
monthly
account
management, or “Client Success” meetings in
2017 to not just improve client relationships, but
truly help them maximize their digital mortgage
platform and address any issues. By doing so,
WebMax helps its clients better understand the
digital realm and how to capitalize on it.
Hard Savings ROI
The Fintech industry’s average abandonment rate
of users who fail to complete an application is
around 50-75%. The average abandonment rate
of users using START is around 12%, providing
a proven ROI on your integration by increasing
completed applications by up to 84%. v

